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Abstract
The use of a resistively loaded frequency selective surface (FSS) superstrate is reported as a
means to reduce the radar cross‐section (RCS) of metal‐backed antennas. The design
methodology is demonstrated by creating a low‐profile absorber which exhibits a transmission window covering the working frequency band (10–10.2 GHz) of a 4 � 4 microstrip
patch array. Placing the structure λ/2 above the radiating aperture is shown to reduce the
antenna gain by less than 2 dB and have minimal impact on the shape of the beams which
are directed at 0° and tilt angles of 22.5° and 45°. Moreover 90% radar backscatter suppression is achieved over 92% of the frequency range 8.85–24 GHz. The perforated metal‐
backed FSS superstrate was inkjet printed on a 140 μm thick polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) sheet and the conductivity of the silver plating adjusted to achieve the required 40 Ω/
sq surface resistance. The experimental results obtained for the standalone microwave
absorber, and when integrated with the antenna, are shown to be in close agreement with
the computed reflectivity and far field patterns.

1 | INTRODUCTION
Radar cross‐section (RCS) is an important consideration in
the design and performance of many modern electronic
defence systems. The radar signature of air, sea and space
platforms is normally dominated by electromagnetic scattering from the metal surfaces of the vehicle, including the
onboard sensors and payload antennas [1]. Various RCS
reduction (RCSR) techniques are available to suppress backscatter from the host vehicle, such as geometrical shaping
and the usage of new absorbent materials [2–4]. However,
these cannot be used to electromagnetically cloak high gain
antennas composed of metal‐backed arrays of radiating
elements such as dipoles, helices, slots and microstrip
patches. The RCS of this class of antenna is significantly
enhanced outside the working frequency band [5–7] by large
specular reflections from the flat metal plate, which is an
integral part of the radiating structure [1,8]. Although this
would seem unavoidable, several different superstrate based
solutions have been proposed as a means to lower radar
observability [5,9–18]. For each case, the design objective is
to reduce the structural RCS in conjunction with making
available a transmission window that covers the working
frequency range of the subject antenna.

The earliest reported method exploits the electromagnetic
behaviour of a metal radome which is perforated with a close
packed slot frequency selective surface (FSS) to produce a
bandpass spectral response [19]. By careful design, low loss
transmission is achieved ‘in band’, whereas ‘out of band’ signals
are reflected from the curved surface of the radome in
directions outside the field of view of the interrogating radar.
Although this approach is suitable for achieving monostatic
RCSR, it is less effective when a bistatic radar system is used
for target detection. For this scenario, absorption of the signals
is a better option than randomising the backscattered energy.
In Ref. [9] the authors were the first to propose an FSS
based radome which exhibits a transmission window in
conjunction with an absorption band. In this numerical study,
the structure was created by placing a metal plate perforated
with interdigital Jerusalem cross‐slots behind a periodic array
of resistively loaded single square loops. Working at normal
incidence, the absorber generates a passband centred at
4.6 GHz and exhibits high absorption with −10 dB reflectivity
in the frequency range 10–18 GHz thus giving a (lower)
transmission/(upper) absorption band separation ratio of
about 1:2.2.
Building on this work, in Ref. [5] the authors reported a
similar strategy for reducing the ‘out of band’ radar signature
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of a microstrip fed flat plate slot array which was designed to
work over the frequency range 2.43–2.53 GHz. Computer
simulations were employed to show that the structural
component of the RCS is suppressed when a resistively loaded
square loop FSS is placed 5 mm above the front surface of the
radiating aperture, which is also used to provide a backing plate
for the absorber. This antenna/superstrate arrangement
exhibits an ‘in‐band’ gain reduction of 2 dB and a reflection
coefficient of at least −10 dB above 6 GHz giving a transmission/absorption edge of frequency band separation ratio of
about 1:2.4.
More recently an alternative superstrate based solution has
been reported in Ref. [7], where a frequency selective absorber
(FSA) is designed in conjunction with a 5 GHz circular
polarized antenna. Computed and experimental results are
used to show that a RCSR of about 10 dB is obtained over a
30% frequency band above and 45% below the transmission
window. Although the gain loss is reported to be very low,
integration of the FSA is not possible without a major redesign
of the primary radiating source, since the two parts of the
structure are strongly coupled.
In Ref. [10,15,17,20], various techniques using partially
reflective surfaces and artificial magnetic conductors were
employed as a means to reduce the RCS of patch antennas.
In these arrangements, either a metamaterial absorber is
placed around the radiating elements, or a resistive FSS is
placed above the antenna and integrated to a lossy metamaterial ground plane to create a frequency selective
radome with absorbing properties out of band. The techniques reported in these publications, although reasonably
effective, can only be implemented by increasing the
physical size of the antenna, which by nature also increases
the RCS [1,7].
In this article, we report on a 3 mm thick resistively loaded
FSS based superstrate absorber which exhibits a transmission
window centred at 10.1 ± 0.1 GHz in conjunction with radar
backscatter suppression of more than 90% over most of the
frequency range 8.85–24 GHz. The goal was threefold: (i) to
create a low profile periodic array that can be placed over the
radiating aperture without the need to modify the design of the
antenna, (ii) to achieve a transmission/absorption frequency
band separation ratio significantly smaller than the values
reported in the literature, and (iii) to quantify the RCSR and the
impact on the radiation pattern shape of a microstrip patch
antenna working at normal incidence, and steered to scan
angles of 22.5° and 45°.
This article is organized as follows: in the next section we
provide a brief description of the theory of operation of the
FSS based superstrate. In Section 3 the design of the two individual components, the perforated ground plane and the
resistive FSS are presented together with a parametric study to
investigate the trade‐offs between antenna gain and RCSR. In
Section 4, numerical simulations are employed to compare the
radiation pattern performance of the patch array with and
without the FSS based superstrate placed over the aperture,
and for both arrangements the RCS is presented. Finally, in
Section 5, the experimental reflectivity and far‐field patterns of
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the antenna in isolation and covered by the superstrate are
presented.

2 | PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The principle of operation of a metal‐backed resistively loaded
FSS absorber composed of a single loop element can be
described in terms of a simple equivalent circuit model. This
consists of a parallel connection of the FSS impedance which
can be represented by a series L, C, R circuit and the transformed impedance Lg, of the metal plate that is placed behind
the periodic array. L and C values are determined by the unit
cell geometry and R is used to model the loss of the FSS array,
which in this proposed design is created by varying the surface
resistance of the loop and patch elements. The imaginary parts
of the FSS impedance and the inductance presented by the
ground plane cancel each other at the centre design (resonant)
frequency, therefore by selecting a suitable value for R, it is
possible to provide an impedance match (377 Ω) to free space,
thereby creating a ‘perfect’ absorber.
For the absorber to work as a superstrate with a
transmission window, the transformed inductance representing the solid metal back plate is replaced by an
equivalent circuit consisting of a capacitance Cp and
inductance Lp in parallel as shown in Figure 1a. This is

F I G U R E 1 (a) Equivalent circuit of a superstrate absorber showing the
series RLC circuit representing (single loop) the resistive FSS in parallel to a
tank resonator representing the perforated ground plane. (b) Ideal spectral
behaviour of a superstrate absorber
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used to model the perforated ground plane which exhibits
a bandpass spectral response. Low loss signal propagation
through the absorber is achieved when the passband [21] is
adjusted to coincide with the working frequencies of the
antenna.
For normal incidence operation, resistively loaded symmetrical‐shaped elements exhibit identical spectral responses
[22] when the surface is exposed to TE and TM waves, and
therefore backscatter suppression is independent of wave
polarisation. However, at oblique incidence, this is not the case,
but the differential shift of the two resonances can be minimised by employing strongly coupled compact unit cells [23].
Figure 1b illustrates the ideal spectral behaviour of the
superstrate.

-
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F I G U R E 2 Unit cell geometry and dimensions. (a) Slot array; (b) FSS
resistive array: A1 = 9 mm, A2 = 7.5 mm, A3 = 6.6 mm, A4 = 3.8 mm,
A5 = 2.5 mm, Rs = 40 Ω/sq

3 | SUPERSTRATE DESIGN
3.1 | Perforated ground plane design
The slot FSS which is deployed as the ground plane of the
superstrate absorber serves two purposes: (i) to provide a
narrow band‐pass filter response which allows transmission
and reception of waves over the same working frequency
range as the microstrip patch array; (ii) to exhibit a similar
scattering behaviour as a solid metal plate at all other
frequencies, thereby providing a suitable backing structure
for the absorber.
The spectral response of a multi‐screen slot FSS can be
designed to closely match the ideal shape of the transmit/
receive window, that is a flat low loss transmission peak with
a fast roll‐off rate above and below the passband [24].
However, for simplicity a ground plane was created using a
single 0.035 mm thick copper screen perforated with an
array of ≈ λ/2 linear slots. By applying the appropriate
boundary conditions, a single three‐dimensional (3D) unit
cell was used to model the periodic structure which is
assumed to be infinite in extent. In the numerical model the
slot array was placed on the surface of a 1.2 mm thick
substrate with permittivity of 3.2 and loss tangent of 0.003
(Taconic TLC‐32). The apertures are arranged on a square
lattice with the same periodicity (13.43 mm) as the resistively
loaded FSS elements which are printed on the top surface
of the superstrate absorber. Figure 2a depicts the layout and
physical dimensions of the ground plane which was optimised to generate the spectral transmission response shown
in Figure 3.

3.2 | Resistive FSS design
The key objectives for the design of the resistively loaded FSS
absorber were threefold: (i) to maximise the −10 dB reflectivity
bandwidth for normal incidence interrogation by radar in
conjunction with not exceeding the maximum target antenna
gain reduction, (ii) to place the onset of the RCSR as close as
possible to the upper edge (10.2 GHz) of the transmission

F I G U R E 3 Simulated normal incidence TE plane wave transmission
and reflection plots for perforated ground plane in isolation (no resistive
FSS) and showing the effect of slot position on TE wave transmission loss.
Rs = 40 Ω/sq

window and (iii) to minimise the antenna beam shape
distortion.
The resistive FSS, which is shown in Figure 2b, is
patterned on the surface of a 0.14 mm thick substrate with
permittivity 2.95 and loss tangent 0.025 (Novele IJ‐220
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) material). The unit cells are
composed of three nested elements, two loops and one patch,
and for the optimum design each has a surface resistance (Rs)
value of 40 Ω/sq. In order to obtain the desired performance,
the periodic array is placed 3 mm above the surface of the
perforated ground plane using a lossless foam spacer
(Rohacell), as illustrated in Figure 1a. The dimensions were
chosen as a compromise between the maximum achievable
absorption bandwidth and the permitted transmission loss in
the frequency range 10.0–10.2 GHz. While aiming for wideband absorption, for this study a 2 dB target was set, as used
in Ref. [25], for the maximum transmission loss through the
FSS based substrate. As a general comment, the passband
peak of the slot FSS in isolation (0.3 dB loss) shifts from 9.95
to 10.1 GHz when coupling between the two individual
collocated periodic arrays of slot and resistive FSS elements is
accounted for in the design.

4
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3.3 | Trade off study and absorber
performance
To achieve the optimum design, a parametric study was first
conducted to understand the absorption band/transmission
loss trade‐off. This considered the impact on performance of
the geometry, physical dimensions and surface resistance of the
nested elements, and the position of the slots in the ground‐
plane in relation to these.
Because of physical obstruction, it is intuitive that the
signal loss through the low profile absorber (10–10.2 GHz) is
weakly dependent on the alignment of the nested elements and
the slots on the upper and lower surfaces, respectively. To
illustrate this, simulated results are plotted in Figure 3 for two
extreme configurations: (i) the slot is positioned equidistant
between the loop elements as depicted in Figure 2, and (ii) the
slot is located coincident with the centre of the nested
elements. The numerical predictions show that the loss at the
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peak of the passband is reduced from 3 to 2 dB when the
energy source is centrally located between the nested elements
to reduce blockage. This unit cell alignment arrangement was
used for the trade‐off study presented below and to obtain the
optimum superstrate design which is depicted in Figure 2. As a
general observation, the unit cell alignment has almost no
impact on the ‘out‐of‐band’ absorber performance, and
moreover Figure 3 shows clearly that the main source of energy loss in the transmission window is attributed to the
resistively loaded nested elements and not the perforated
ground plane (0.3 dB in isolation).
The computer model was also used to investigate the
extent to which the propagation through the superstrate of
‘in‐band’ TE waves and the backscatter suppression of ‘out‐of‐
band’ signals, is affected by the choice of surface resistance
value for the printed elements. Figure 4a shows that the
absorber exhibits lower transmission loss for larger values of
Rs, whereas in Figure 4b a significant reduction in the −10 dB
F I G U R E 4 Simulated effect of surface
resistance of FSS loop and patch elements on the
absorber performance for normal incidence TE
waves. (a) Transmission and (b) reflection

–

–

–

–

–

(a)

(b)
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reflectivity bandwidth is predicted to occur. For this reason a
trade‐off must be employed in the design process, particularly
since the absorption band is positioned so close to the upper
edge of transmission window. Rs = 40 Ω/sq was chosen as the
optimum value to provide a compromise between the
achievable absorption bandwidth and the maximum 2 dB
target transmission loss. Our simulations show that 88% of the
loss is attributed to dissipation in the resistive ‘ink’ and the
remainder in the perforated copper ground‐plane and the PET
substrates. Therefore, for applications where the antenna
transmits high RF power, such as some radar systems, the
choice of substrate must take account the power handling
capability of the material. Moreover, a higher value of Rs could
be used in the FSS design to reduce the transmission loss, but
as shown in Figure 4b, this would also reduce the absorption
bandwidth of the radome.
The computed results for the optimum design are depicted
at normal incidence for TE waves in Figure 5. The TE −10 dB
reflectivity bandwidth is shown to be in the frequency range
11.35–24 GHz (71.6%), which gives a transmission/absorption
frequency separation ratio of 1:1.11 above the upper edge
(10.2 GHz) of the working frequency band of the antenna.
This is desirable for many operational scenarios, and the result
compares well to previously reported results, 1:2.2 in Ref. [9]
and 1:2.4 in Ref. [5]. As a general observation, the achievable
RCSR bandwidth is limited by its proximity (1:1 in Figure 1b)
to the transmission window of the radome. Figure 5 also shows
that the predicted results obtained for TM polarised waves is as
expected very similar to an absorber backed by a solid ground
plane, and exhibits −10 dB reflectivity over the frequency
range 10.62–23.73 GHz (76%). Comparing all three responses,
it is apparent that the slots have only a minor effect on the
absorption behaviour above 11.35 GHz. However the reflectivity of the perforated metal‐backed absorber increases
significantly faster in the TE plane at frequencies closer to the
transmission window, for example at 10.55 GHz this yields a
value close to −7.7 dB. Figure 6 shows that this is attributed to
the interaction between the surface currents that flow around
the slots and the current which is supported by the resistive
elements. This separates the −10 dB reflectivity band into two
parts: from 8.85 to 10 GHz and from 11.35 to 24 GHz
(Figure 5) which gives a combined absorption bandwidth of
92%.
Numerical predictions were employed to investigate the
angular stability of the absorber for TE and TM polarised
waves incident at 0°, 15°, 30° and 45°. The results depicted in
Figure 7a demonstrate that the −10 dB reflectivity bandwidth
is almost constant when the absorber is exposed to TE waves
incident up to 30°, and even though performance degradation
is observed at 45°, significant backscatter suppression is still
achieved. The TM response of the absorber, Figure 7b, shows
that for normal incidence operation a reflectivity peak is
generated at 24.2 GHz. This resonant response shifts to lower
frequencies for waves impinging at larger angles which produce
a reduction in the continuous absorption bandwidth. However,
strong absorption is achieved over most of the frequency range
12–27 GHz for waves up to 30°.

5

F I G U R E 5 Simulated reflection and transmission coefficients of
optimum FSS absorber design for normal incident TE and TM waves

F I G U R E 6 Computed surface currents at 10.55 GHz for the FSS,
backed by a perforated slot ground and illuminated at normal incidence by
TE waves

4 | ANTENNA SIMULATIONS
For this feasibility study, a 4 � 4 microstrip patch antenna was
designed to work at a centre frequency of 10.1 GHz. The topology of the manufactured patch array is depicted in Figure 8.
Broadside corporate transmission lines are used to feed each
row of 1 � 4 antennas. These are fed by delay lines via panel
mounted SMA connectors in order to produce elevation beam
scanning.
The CST software was used to simulate the performance of
the patch antenna which was patterned on the surface of a
0.508 mm thick substrate with ϵr = 3.55 and loss tangent
0.0027 (Rogers RO4003C).
In the numerical model, the beamforming network was
designed to steer the beam along the boresight direction and at
tilt angles of 22.5° and 45° in the vertical (E) plane. Predicted
results were obtained with and without the FSS based superstrate placed λ/2 above the array aperture are illustrated in
Figure 8b. At this separation distance, the predicted return loss

6
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F I G U R E 7 Simulated reflection coefficients of
FSS absorber for incident waves at 0°, 15°, 30° and
45°. (a) TE polarisation and (b) TM polarisation

(a)

(b)
with and without the superstrate is 21 and 18.5 dB, respectively.
For brevity, the simulated patterns are presented in Section 5.2
in conjunction with the measurements.

4.1 | Antenna RCS performance
As discussed in Ref. [5,26] the RCS of an antenna array can be
separated into two main components: the structural RCS (σs)
and an antenna component (σa). These are combined to give
the total RCS (σt) which is given by Equation (1).
pffiffiffiffi
pffiffiffiffi
σ t ¼ | σ s − ð1 − Γa Þ σ a ejϕ |2

ð1Þ

The structural RCS represents the field scattered by the
short‐circuited antenna, and the antenna component accounts
for the scattered field taking into account the actual port

impedance of the antenna. Γa is the reflection coefficient and ϕ is
the phase difference between σs and σa. The objective is not to
modify the antenna design, but instead to reduce the ‘out‐of‐
band’ RCS by decreasing the magnitude of the structural
component of σt.
Eight monostatic simulation runs were performed to evaluate the RCSR which is obtained from the arrangement shown in
Figure 8b. The results are depicted in Figure 9 for TE and TM
waves impinging on the 4 � 4 patch array covered by the absorber
at normal incidence, with the antenna terminated in a short
circuit and a 50 Ω matched load. The average RCSR is greater
than 10 dB across the frequency range 8.85−27 GHz. Moreover,
the results demonstrate that by employing a single polarisation
perforated ground plane, a significant ‘in‐band’ and ‘out‐band’
RCSR is achieved for TM waves. Similarly, a low observable target
is presented to TE polarised signals, except over the narrow
frequency band of the subject antenna for the hypothetical case
where the input port is terminated in a short‐circuit.

GONÇALVES MACHADO
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5.1 | Perforated ground‐plane FSS absorber
performance

F I G U R E 8 Antenna assembly models, (a) power divider, patch array
and feeding ports (from left to right); (b) superstrate mounted 15 mm
above the antenna aperture

Time gated reflectivity measurements were made with an
Agilent PNA 8361C in an anechoic chamber using three pairs
of standard gain horns which were precision aligned using a
laser at distance of 1.7 m from the surface of the FSS absorber
as shown in Figure 10.
The results obtained for TE waves impinging at normal
incidence on the US letter size absorber are depicted in
Figure 11. Small discontinuities observed at 12 and 18 GHz are
attributed to the use of three different antennas which were
required to cover the spectrum from 8.85 to 27 GHz. The
results compare favourably to the numerical simulations,
except at 10.1 GHz where a stronger narrow peak is observed,
but the amplitude rapidly decreases and over most of the
frequency range the experimental results are shown to be in
very close agreement to the simulated results. In addition,
the measured lower −10 dB reflectivity band is increased from
≈ 9–10 GHz to ≈ 8–9.8 GHz and therefore, the combined
experimental FBW (lower band + upper band, 11.53–
24.55 GHz) is 91% and the transmission/absorption frequency
band separation ratio is 1:1.13. The results compare favourably
to values of 92% FBW and 1:1.11 which were obtained from
the numerical model.

F I G U R E 9 Computed RCS for TE and TM normal incident waves for
the reference antenna with and without the FSS superstrate
FIGURE 10

Photograph of the bistatic RCS measurement set‐up

5 | FABRICATION AND MEASURED
RESULTS
The perforated ground‐plane was formed using a LPKF
milling machine to etch the slots into the copper clad surface
of a US‐Letter size, 1.2 mm thick, Taconic TLC‐32 substrate.
Patterning of the resistive FSS on the surface a 140 μm thick
Novele IJ‐220 PET sheet [27] was achieved using an Epson
C88+ inkjet printer. This was loaded with Metalon JS‐B25P
nanosilver particle conductive ink [28] which was mixed with
an aqueous solution in a volume ratio of 1:7 (ink:solution) to
obtain the required surface resistance of 40 Ω/sq. To achieve
fine control of the surface resistance, the printer is set to
grayscale and the RGB values used were (16,16,16), as previously reported in Ref. [29,30].

F I G U R E 1 1 Simulated and measured reflectivity for TE waves
impinging at normal incidence on the FSS absorber

8
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reduction in radar backscatter and the spectral response is
similar to the computed behaviour illustrated in Figure 5.
Moreover the average signal suppression is about 10 dB (90%)
which is in‐line with the simulated values shown in Figure 9.
The E‐plane patterns of the patch array were measured at
scan angles of 0°, 22.5° and 45° in a 9.6 m anechoic chamber.
For each scan angle, a power divider with delay lines
(Figure 8a) were milled on a 0.64 mm thick Taconic RF60A
substrate (ϵr = 6.15 and tan δ = 0.0028), to create the required
phase difference between the four ports of the 1 � 4 subarrays.
Figure 13a–c depicts the simulated realised gain, and
Figure 13d–f the normalised measured radiation patterns,
obtained at 10.1 GHz for the antenna covered by the FSS
based superstrate absorber and for the antenna in isolation
(used as the benchmark) at all three tilt angles. The simulated
antenna gain is reduced by 1.65 dB (0°), 1.26 dB (22.5°) and
1.77 dB (45°), and therefore, meets the 2 dB target that was set.
Moreover, the results also show that the shape of the radiation
patterns are largely unaffected by the presence of the FSS
superstrate at normal and oblique incidence angles.
The measured results show that the FSS superstrate
absorber reduces the peak gain by 2.0 dB at 0°, 1.0 dB at 22.5°
and 2.0 dB at a tilt angle of 45°. This is in good agreement with
the peak 1.77 dB value obtained from the numerical simulations and meets the target value used in Ref. [5] and for this
technology demonstrator. Moreover in the transmission window, the measured pattern shape in all three cases is similar to
the experimental results obtained for the antenna in isolation.
The measurements are very similar to the numerical simulations, although for 45° tilt angle, a wider beamwidth with
superimposed ripples is observed because of amplitude

F I G U R E 1 2 Measured reflection coefficients of the microstrip patch
antenna array, with and without the FSS superstrate absorber

5.2 | Antenna RCS and radiation pattern
performance
The superstrate was trimmed to the exact same size
(88 � 94 mm) as the microstrip patch array and the measured
reflectivity was obtained for TE waves impinging at normal
incidence on the 50 Ω terminated antenna with and without
the FSS superstrate placed 15 mm above the radiating aperture.
The two plots are normalised to the reflection coefficient of a
copper plate of the same size, and for this experimental set up,
the dynamic range of the vector network analyser was ≈59 dB.
The experimental results are depicted in Figure 12. The narrow
reflectivity null centred at 10.1 GHz, which was observed in
the numerical simulations (Figure 9) was not found in the
measurements of the standalone antenna. However, inspection
of the two sets of experimental results clearly shows that the
antenna covered with the FSS superstrate exhibits a significant

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

F I G U R E 1 3 Simulated, (a)–(c), and measured, (d)–(f), E‐plane radiation patterns of the patch antenna array at 10.1 GHz in isolation and covered by the
FSS superstrate absorber at (a),(d) 0°, (b),(e) 22.5° and (c),(f) 45°
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Comparison between the works presented in this article and the state of the art

Reference

Needs to modify the antenna

T:A sep. ratio

LB FBW

HB FBW

BW ratio (fh/fL)

Beam steering capability

[5]

No

1:2.4

–

100%

3.0

NA

[7]

Yes

1:1.12

45%

30%

2.1

NA

[9]

No

1:2.2

–

66.15%

2.0

NA

[15]

Yes

1:1

22%

51.85%

2.1

NA

This work

No

1:1.11

12.4%

71.6%

2.1

Up to 45°

Note: LB and HB refer to the absorption band below and above the radome transmission window, respectively.

imbalance and phase errors across the output port of the
beamforming network.
A summary of our results is given in Table 1 which are
compared with the state of the art reported in the open
literature.

used for the measurements, and to Dr. Umair Naeem, Dr.
Babar Abbasi and Dr. Hossein Mardani for the fruitful
discussions on the antenna design.
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6 | CONCLUSION
R EF E R EN C E S
We have investigated a new perforated ground‐plane backed
FSS superstrate absorber design with compact unit cell
composed of nested square loop and patch elements. The
structure exhibits an ‘in‐band’ transmission window and
simultaneously provides a major reduction of specular reflections from the surfaces of metal‐backed antennas. A
major advantage of deploying this strategy to lower the RCS
of this class of antennas, is that modifications to the design
of the primary radiating elements are not required. The
proof of concept arrangement reported in this article achieved an average RCSR > 10 dBsm across the frequency
range 8.85–27 GHz; almost no change to the beam shape of
a microstrip patch array at normal and oblique scanning
angles, and a transmission/absorption frequency band separation ratio of only 1:1.11, in conjunction with a loss in
gain which is comparable to the numerical results reported
in Ref. [5], where a frequency band separation ratio 1:2.4
was obtained. The trade‐off between the gain loss of the
reference antenna and the absorption bandwidth in
conjunction with the frequency separation ratio (Figure 4),
has been established and is reported in this article for the
first time. An inkjet printed FSS absorber was manufactured
and experimental results were obtained for the reflectivity
and the radiation patterns of the antenna array with and
with the metal‐backed resistively loaded FSS placed above
the radiating elements. These are shown to be in a good
agreement with predicted results and confirm the validity of
the design methodology.
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